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Schools as Learning Communities
Learning community has becomea popularly
used term in educational literature,
particularly with regard to school reform. The
idea of a learning community is an adaptation
of the concept of learning organizations,
describedby Senge(1990). Learning
organizations are comprised of people who see
themselves as connectedto each other and the
world, where creative thinking is nurtured, and
". . . where people are continually learning how
to learn together" (Senge,1990,p.3).
Sergiovanni (1992) observedthat "the idea ofa
school as a learning community suggestsa kind
of connectednessamong members that
resembleswhat is found in a family, a
neighborhood, or some other closely knit group,
where bonds tend to be familial or even sacred"
1p.a7). Arelated concept,a "school-based
professional community," was characterized by
Kruse and Louis (1993) as one where teachers
engagein reflective dialogue, where there is deprivatization of practice, collectivefocus on
student learning, collaboration, and shared
norms and values.
In an extensive review ofthe schoolreform
literature focusing on school context,
Boyd( 1992a) identifi ed indicators that facilitate
change. Seventeen of these indicators (Boyd,
1992b)describe a school as a learning
community, whose culture reduces isolation,
increasesstaffcapacity, provides a caring,
productive environment, and promotes
increasedquality (Boyd & Hord, 1994). A
learning community is a place where critical
inquiry is practiced by collegial partners who
share a common vision and engagein shared
decision-making. This continuous critical
inquiry provides a basis for seamlessschool
improvement.

Leadership, however, is essential for the
creation of a learning community, whose
culture is shaped by an accumulation of
hundreds ofleaders'actions - no single one
seen as critical. In combination, however, they
profoundly affect a school'scontext for change
and improvement (Peterson,1988). Beckhard
and Pritchard (1992) cite this leadership and
note that "a learning mode only occurswhen an
organization'stop leaders understand the
process,seelearning as something to be
valued, and are prepared to personally commit
themselvesto it" 1p.1a). Through this kind of
leadership provided by four principals, a
learning community was created at John
Dibert Elementary School.
A Crisis Opportunity
John Dibert Elementary Schoolis located on
the fringes of the downtown businessand
industrial area ofa large, southern, urban city.
This kindergarten through grade six school
serving400students is surrounded by housesin
need of refurbishing where a majority of the
students comefrom low-incomefamilies. The
seventy-year old building is close to a large city
park, and there is a community college not far
away.
As has happened in many urban
neighborhoods,the population ofthe school
dwindled as families grew older and residents
moved to the suburbs. In the early'70s, the
schoolbecamehighly bureaucratic and rigldly
structured, and hierarchically dominated by its
single administrator as the sole decisionmaker.
Becauseof the ever-decreasingstudent
population, the schoolboard discussedclosing
the school, and this crisis stimulated
significant action by a few tenacious parents
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who did not want to lose their school.
These parents developed a coalition of other
interested parents who initiated dialogue with
the board to keep the school open. As a result,
a decisionwas made to maintain the schoolas
an open-enrollment magnet school. With the
new conceptof magnet school came new
administrators and the challenge to generate
sufficient student enrollment to remain open.
This paper is the story of that challenge,of the
re-creation of the school,and of the principals
who played a major role in the re-formulation
of the school.
Regeneration:

The Principal

Factor

As noted, four principals contributed to the
Dibert Difference, as it came to be known.
They were Lucianne Carmichael, Clif St.
Germain, Nancy Picard, and Wiley Ates.
Lucy's Legacy
Lucianne Carmichael favored a child-centered
approach, and she suggestedthis idea to the
parents who came seeking her advice. The
changesat Dibert began with her idea that "a
true child-centered approach is really a personcentered approach. . . becauseteachers can't
honor children until they have been honored
themselves." One part of this person-centered
approachwas giving staffthe option of
transferring to another school if they did not
want to be part of the new program. Any new
staff who came to the schoolto replace those
who choseto leave were to be selectedby
Lucianne. This was quite unusual in 1975. In
fact, Lucianne reports, "I'm sure I was the first
principal that ever interviewed teachers [in the
districtl. It was a battle to achievethat, but
[the district] agreed."
Originally, Lucianne lobbied for a summer-long
training program for the teachers,but money
was available for only one week. With some
new materials and one week of training, they
began to re-create the school. They ungraded
classroomsand grouped children of several
ages in family groupings. Carmichae;
articulated the philosophy underlying this
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arrangement. "Children learn by copying other
children more than from any other source. We
know that from raising our own children. . . .
In schoolswe don't use that becausewe think
that children are going to learn (a) out of the
book and (b) from the teacher. They learn from
other kids and by doing it themselves."
Another part of Lucianne's philosophy was
expressedin the continuous opportunities
provided to children to deveiop and
demonstrate artistic creativity. Whether
through music, drama, dance,or the visual
arts, children could share themselves and their
richly divergent culture and backgrounds. In
this way, children were honored for their
specialdifferencesthat collectively contributed
to Dibert, their "rainbow school." This was
congruentwith Lucianne's own experiencesas
a n a rt is t -a p o t t e r.
"Until thinking changes,nothing will change,"
Lucianne observed. "I spent a long, long time
with teachers.My total investment of time or
money or anything was always in the staff.
Before I would buy any kind of equipment or
spend money on the building, the money would
first be spent on opportunities for the teachers
or time for teachers, for all of us. I learned
from the beginning that the most important
resource that we had was the staff. No amount
of money was too much to invest in them."
Lucianne took several teachers to visit schools
in England that were using the child-centered
approach. "It's just like any kind of learning.
To read about it falls short; if you go and
experience something you can really know
what it is we are talking about. I always felt
for myself and the other teachers that we had
to get into other schools. We had to really go
and see and experience and do. . . . So every
penny that I could get for teachersor me to
travel, we did."
"We have to feed ourselves,invest in ourselves,
teach ourselves;we have to be the first
learners. Unless the teachers are the primary
learners in that building, the children don't
learn much. Teachershave to have time to do
that; they have to have support."
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Time, thus, was another resourceLucianne
provided for the staff and their development.
Because the district did not provide any more
paid time, the staff began to rethink the time
that they already had available. They realized
that time was "a very malleable resource." The
staffdecided to reallocate time by teaching
longer on four days of the week and dismissing
the children early on Thursdays. The time
gained on that day was used for teachers to
meet together, but never for "regular" faculty
meetings. "The underlying idea was always it
was for some kind of self-developmentprocess."
Thus Faculty Study began on Thursdays. To
that end, the teachers "were bombarded from
the first, surrounded as much as possiblewith
goodreading, with good materials that we
worked on together."
Through extensive interaction with teachers,
Lucianne nurtured a shared vision. "I
continuously wrote notes and letters to
teachers. I went in classrooms;I would come
out and write notes supporting every positive
thing that I saw. . . . In my job as principal, the
teachers were my students in a sense,and I
had to do with them everything that I wanted
them to do with the students. I had to trust
them, and honor them, and support them, and
inspire them, and nurture them, and reinforce
the good things that I saw them doing. When
they began to experiencethat, I think they
began to have more vision and ability to have
things like that happening in their classroom.
. . When that starts in the teacher's mind, it
doesn'tend. It snowballs."
The entire school community administrators, teachers, children, parents who
dropped in - also met together daily at
Morning Meeting. Each day in the school's
basement,they shared school and classroom
events. and honored children's
accomplishments. A sense of family was
strengthened through this daily interaction.

The Second Principal,
Potter's Torch

Clif: Passing the

The faculty remember Clif St. Germain as a
twenty-sevenyear old guidance counselorwho
becameassistant principal at Dibert, to become
principal a bit later. Clif said of his mentor,
Lucianne, "She was the spirit of the school and
the embodiment of tenacity and focus on
beauty." If she was the spirit, he was the
heart, suggestedthe long-time Dibert teachers.
His goal was to developa happy place where
children could learn, and where Be Kind and
Share was the guiding principle in how
everyone (administrators, teachers, students,
support staff, parents) would interact
personally and professionallywith each other.
The faculty, as noted, had the option to stay at
Dibert, now a magnet school,and sign on as
part of the new schooland its development,or
to go elsewhere. As Clif reported, somepeople
decided they didn't want to go, but they didn't
want to stay either. Other issues that faced
Clif and the faculty in the first year were too
many kids in the classrooms,not enoughbooks,
no release time for faculty planning, too much
rough kids'play, not enough consistencyin
discipline, and many others.
One of his strategies was to meet with the
entire faculty at Faculty Study on Thursday
afternoonsand work on the problems they were
having to deal with. His thinking was that if
he could help resolve some of the problems,
then they would be more willing to share a new
mind-set, to comewith him to a new vision of
schooling, to create a happy place where
children learn. He believed that the first two
or three years ofenergy would need to be used
to build a vision that could be articulated in
terms of culture, curriculum, and kids.
One of the symbols of the new Dibert was the
rainbow that represented the multicultural
dimension of the school'smission: to honor
children of diverse backgroundsand cultures,
and to value the contributions that diversity
can bring. To make this idea quite clear, St.
Germain and the faculty painted a rainbow on
the front of the school. In addition, they posted
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a banner on which a large gooseinvited passing
motorists on the school'sbusy boulevard to
honk if they loved Dibert. For years, students
reckoned that much of the traveling world
loved Dibert. Other symbolic acts were
cleaning up the dingy, unattractive school
facility and putting flowers, music, poetry and
song "into the walls."
BecauseDibert was competing for students
with private schoolsin the area, St. Germain
went out into the community to talk with
families and to tell them about the programs at
Dibert and solicit their attendance. At the
same time, he and the faculty were creating the
programs and developing relationships to
productively work with each other. Because
the faculty was young and many staff had
small children, they frequently would gather at
someone'shome with children for informal
meals. Occasionallyon Friday afternoons,Clif
would suggest that they all get together and
stop after school at one ofthe local restaurants
for an end-of-the-weekcelebration. Afterschoolvolleyball games were also organizedby
Ciif on an impromptu basis, where the staff
could knock the ball around and play together,
release tension, and go back to work the next
day more relaxed.
One of his pieces of advice to others who wish
to re-invent and found a schoolon new
assumptions - on a new paradigm - is to
trust that teachers know best about teaching
and "when they bellow at you, know that they
are coming from wanting to have a good
school." Understand also, he cautioned, that
time will always be problematic in any process
and acceptthat. But, first of all, an
administrator should know his or her
administrative strengths, frnd out what gives
the person energ:y,and never let that go. So
that when things get rough or harried, "you go
into that enerry space to rejuvenate yourself.
The principalship is a lonely place, so if you
know yourself and who you are in terms of the
school,"you can stay whole and not "crash into
the rocks."
Continuing into years four and five, the faculty
and Clif met together weekly about how to
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operate the school and how to work with kids,
so that "our being here is going to amount to
something in the lives of these kids, and they
are going to amount to something in our lives
becausethey are going to teach us something."
Believing that he had accomplishedhis purpose
at Dibert, Clif felt it was time to leave, but not
before he made sure that the new principal
would take the schoolin a strong direction.
Thus, he had coffeewith Nancy to ask her, can
you do this? She looked him straight in the eye
and replied with a strong "yes!"
The Third Principal:

Now It's Nancy

Nancy Picard's primary goal'\vas
empowerment; I believedthat it was the
principal's job to empower teachers,students,
and parents both as a means for creating a
quality school and as an end in itself." This
empowermentmeant removing barriers and
expanding what had been started under
Lucianne and Clif. "I put something of an
academicfocus on and tried to model this at
Morning Meeting. I felt like my job was to
empower peoplearound me."
To make teachersfeel appreciatedand valued,
and to know that they were important, Nancy
encouragedspecialevents such as a parentsponsoredpotluck lunch for teachers on the
first day of school. 'You'd hear kids say, TVe
don't do that at Dibert.' I wanted teachersto
say with pride that, We do this at Dibert; I
teach at Dibert."' New school T-shirts were
created using a kindergartner's desiga and a
kindergarten coffeewas initiated, where Picard
would speak to different parent groups and
invite them to the school for a tour given by
Dibert parents. It was an effort at public
relations, and "it gave the teachers a chanceto
show off." All these activities were directed
toward the goal of increasing teachers'selfesteem.
Nancy's strategies included communicating to
teachersthat they had the power to set goals
and that the school as a community would
support them in accomplishingthose goals.
Nancy takes pride in the Arts Connection
program as an example of the way a senseof
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empowerment developed among teachers at
Dibert. Teacherswere interested in writing a
proposal to get a program to provide more
opportunities for children in the visual arts.
"The fact that teachers would work on their
own to seek an arts grant and then plan and
execute the program was a testament to the
accomplishmentof my personal goal at the
school, which was not simply to establish an
arts program but to establish an atmosphere
and a mind-set that would encourageand
enable others in the school to establish a
program as well."
Another goal Nancy accomplishedwas that of
removing administrative procedures that
interrupted teachers'instructional activities.
"My messageto teachers was, You are
professionals. I value you for your work with
students. I don't want you to have to spend
any more energy on other tasks than
necessary." Her efforts resulted in limiting
non-instructional tasks required of teachers,
and providing structures for shared decision
making and teacher professional development.
During Nancy's tenure, parents contributed
time and took responsibility for projects at the
school,thus freeing teachers to teach. She
involved parents in the processfor lunch money
collection. In this way, Nancy moved toward
empowering parents as well as teachers.
Improving the parents'bulletin also helped to
involve parents. The monthly bulletin was
upgraded with pictures and a logo, nicely
printed and mailed out to parents, local
businesses,and to community peoplemonthly.
Encouraging the elimination of anything that
detracted from teaching, Nancy takes some
credit for the computerization of the daily
attendance report required by the district. She
developed a weekly faculty bulletin to eliminate
administrative items that took time in faculty
meeting. Included were celebrations and
praises for children and teachers who were
doing those kinds of things she liked to see
happen, making sure that over time she
mentioned something about each teacher. The
bulletin reduced administrivia and highlighted
activities she wanted to foster in the school.

Under Nancy's administration, a new report
card was designed that was both
administratively easy and reflected what the
school was trying to do with the students.
Nancy reviewed every child's report card and
modeled the type of comments she felt teachers
should include. She developed"a handout with
suggestedways of communicating difficult
messagesto parents in a positive manner."
The new report card eliminated duplication of
record keeping by teachers and more
"adequatelyreflected the skills that were being
taught at each level." Teachers were highly
involved with Nancy in the processthrough
"many lengthy and loud discussions of
curriculum, child development,grade levels,
etc. We produced a new report card that
reflected our curriculum, our expectationsfor
our children and was easier to completein the
bargain."
Nancy surveyedparents to solicit their
suggestions,comments,concerns. This was
done in concert with the school'smanagement
team she organized,including the lower- and
upper-grade chairpersons, special education
chairperson,a union representative, two
parents, a university professor,and a
community person constituted the first team.
The managementteam was designedas
another way to reserve Faculty Study for
teachers'professionaldevelopmentneeds. The
team represented the teachers and was a
smaller body of peoplethat would be more
efficient in soliciting information and making
decisionsabout how the schoolwould operate
- decisionsthat their colleagueswould
support.
Nancy sought to empower students as well as
teachersand parents. The Dibert student
council conducted meetings where junior high
principals from acrossthe district came to
inform Dibert parents and students about
grades and other requirements of the various
schools. "I wanted students to know they had a
choice about what they could do with their
lives, the direction they could take, the schools
they could choose,etc."
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The Fourth and Current
Wiley's Way

Principal:

"The three principals who precededme had a
real commitment to share decision making and
move teachers toward ownership in what was
going on in the school,so when I came it was
clearly understood when I interviewed for the
position that was the way businesswas done at
Dibert." Thus, Wiley came with the attitude
that he would maintain things and, if possible,
bring new ideas into the school. He had a
sincere appreciation for the management team
that represented experience,knowledge, and
leadership in the school. The team served as
his colleaguesas well as his guide in the
transition period. "If you are not intimidated
by that, then you put your faith in peopleyou
work with, and you can becomeoriented very
quickly and get a great deal accomplished," he
noted.

Another family aspect is that staffmembers
address each other and Wiley by their first
names. Tlpically in classrooms,they address
each other as "Mr." or "Mrs." but it's not
unusual for first names to be used in the
presenceofchildren.
To set the family tone, Morning Meeting is
used to start the day together. This special
daily time with all children, staff, and numbers
of parents who attend, is used for sharing and
for honoring students. The children have
learned how to focus and to listen as their
peers contribute to the meeting. These
contributions could be a child reading a poem
he or she has written; first graders reading a
bit from the first primer they have completed;
reports about field trips that have been taken;
presentationsof projects underway or finished;
or a demonstration of peer mediation from fifth
or sixth graders who use their skills to
ameliorate problems on the play yard. Wiley
conductsthis meeting, but it is really the
children who are the participants.

A teachers' strike in the district led to
considerabletension acrossthe faculty, and it
was resolved through "circle table" discussion
that was beneficial to both Wiley and the
faculty. They sat and leveled with each other
about how they were feeling about the strike
and their role in it. It was hard for everyone to
deal with, but in so doing, they learned how to
give Wiley and each other feedback in a group
setting or individually. Wiley solicits feedback
at times, but on some occasionsthe faculty lets
him know they need to talk about someissues.
At other times he pulls them together for a
series of meetings to discuss things, where they
are "very blunt and deal with emotional kinds
of things where people have a hard time saying
what they are really feeling . . . but we work
our way through it."

Wiley's area of specializationand professional
preparation is in curriculum. The teachers
report that he has brought an emphasison the
use oftechnology as an instructional tool and a
focus on curriculum. His tenure as middle
schoolassistant principal shapedhis concerns
that students be ready to matriculate from the
elementary to middle school. With Wiley, the
faculty examines their California Achievement
Test data to identify areas of non-mastery and
partial mastery. Their goal is to move all kids
up, with particular - attention to students in
the bottom quartile with whom they have had
goodsuccessin moving into the second
quartile.

This kind of catharsis is used regularly,
sometimes with a facilitator. They believe they
make the best progress when they sit down as
a faculty with an agenda and lay their cards on
the table, giving each other explanations about
why and how things happen. They liken their
process to that of a family where feelings get
hurt and where concernsand animosities build
up. They recognize the need for a vehicle to
dissipate some of that through talking it out.

One of the goals that Wiley and the faculty set
for the new school year was to explore and
adopt a curriculum to which they could all
subscribe. They had been thinking for quite a
long time about the need for a consistent
curriculum so that every child received an
adequateand appropriate set oflearning
opportunities. Further, they wanted a
curriculum that would foster their vision of
multiculturalism, since the schoolhad always
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been diverse, the rainbow school,and they want
to perpetuate that.
From attendance at a national conference,one
of the teachers brought information about a
curriculum for exploration. Wiley and this key
teacher planned how to share information and
support the staffin their curriculum decisionmaking process. An initial activity,led by
Wiley, was to revisit the school's mission and
reiterate its operating principles, and then to
look at the curriculum in light of the vision that
the faculty shared for the school. Tleey did a
force-field analysis of the benefits and
disadvantages of the curriculum in relationship
to their vision for the school and its
multicultural mission. They planned a
thematic unit from the curriculum so they could
feel a real senseof how the curriculum would
work, the materials neededto start, and areas
of need for inservice. They also planned how to
use a consultant (a teacher from another state
who was using the curriculum).
In addition to spending a great deal of time at
the copy machine preparing materials for
teachers'inspection and analysis, Wiley
encouragedstaffto go to a national conference
in another state, that would focus on the
curriculum, its users, and adaptations made by
schools. Sixteen teachers and Wiley flew to the
two-day conference at their own expense to
attend general sessionsand breakout sessions
related to their own teaching assignments.
TWice daily Wiley gathered them around the
swimming pool to discuss their learnings and
how to share them with their colleaguesat
home.
At various times in the curriculum search
process,Wiley was seen by observersas
"pushing" and at other times as showing
patience and reassuring the staff that he was
not unequivocally "for" this curriculum. His
role in the processcould best be describedas
"guide on the side" in contrast to "sageon
stage," to borrow terms from the popular press.
"Are you sure you want to do this?" he asked as
they all becameweary. "Yes," they said," it's
just that it's going to be a lot of work and we all
need to commit to it." Thev did.

Creating a Learning Community at Dibert
Dibert was richly blessedwith a series of
talented and unique principals, each of whom
was apparently the right person at the right
time. Clifjudged first principal Lucianne as the
"embodiment of tenacity and beauty." Her
vision required that children be honored and
respected for who they were and what they
brought of themselvesto school. Further,
Lucianne'svision included children who
respectedand appreciatedthemselves,who had
high self-esteemand self-regard. Lucianne,
herselfan artist, encouraged teachers to use the
arts - visual and performing - to provide
children with opportunities for self-expression
that would lead to feelings of self-worthiness.
Above all, she invested time, enerry, and other
resourcesin honoring teachers to develop their
capacity to honor the children.
Whereas Lucianne was the "quiet but forceful
center of things," teachersobservedthat Clif
was the "energ;rmeister,"cheerleadingand
bringing about bonding of faculty and children.
"He's a peopleperson,going around talking
with and touching everyone,connectingto them
and connecting them with each other."
Teachers without fail acknowledgedhis energy
and the way he used it to turn the school
around with a well-articulated and consistently
enforceddiscipline process. Teachersstudied
the processtogether in the early days of Faculty
Study, and through this activity they bonded
around a common goal.
Nancy's goals for the schoolincluded the
achievement of increased teacher self esteem
and the empowerment of teachers,parents, and
students. She promoted activities with parents
that would recognizeand show appreciationfor
teachers. Nancy freed teachers to devote their
attention to professionaldevelopmentand
innovative practicesfor children, practicesthey
were empoweredto developthemselves. By
proactively streamlining proceduresand
processes,she was able to reduce administrivia
and other distractions.
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John Dibert Elementary Schoolseesitself as a
family and a community of learners. Teachers
are encouragedto innovate. They are involved
in shared decision making, and they share a
common vision of what the schoolshould be and
where it is headed. Reflection is encouraged. If
conflict occurs,it is brought to the surface,
shared openly, and resolved. The entire schooi
learns together: students, teachers,parents,
all. The school continually discovers how to
create and change its reality.
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